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Limerick itself is an interesting city with many foreigners. There are many 
different shops including whatever comes to your mind. We found out that 
people there are very friendly especially bus drivers. I have to admit that 
mentality of people is totally different. They have enough time for 
everything, and they are not in a hurry when they are late.

Limerick city





Amazing feeling being there, wonderful nature and luckily we had great 
weather so we enjoyed it so much. 

Trips- 1. Cliffs of Moher





Lahinch or Lehinch is a small town in Liscannor Bay, on the north-west 
coast of County Claire in Ireland. 

2. Lahinch





Bunratty is small village in County Claire, Ireland. This village is famous for 
Bunratty Castle and Folk Park.

3. Bunratty





King John's Castle known as Limerick Castle was built in the 13. century which 
is situated on King’s Island next to river Shannon.

4. King John's Castle





Students were divided into groups and each group was at some host family. Our 
landlady was so lovely and perfectly took care about us. She was preparing desserts 
for us. Everyday we were having conversation on different topics. I suppose that 
everyone enjoyed it. She also appreciated us because we were respectful and polite 
so in the end she did not have any problems with us. 

Host family



Well, food was not so good. We had the same breakfast everyday 20 days in a 
row. Lunch was just toast with ham or tuna + snack. Dinner was the only proper 
food per day. We could not cook. We could just make a tea , coffee or baked 
toast. So we were mostly eating out. Here are same examples of meals :

Meals





I was working at the Virginia Bridal shop with Simon. We were taking out the garbage 
from her shop, counting dresses and we had to arrange them by name, style, size. Also 
we were sorting some receipts by the dates. At the end of the professional intership we 
had to rewrite all dresses to Excel.

Work





Irish expressions 
During our stay in town Limerick we have learnt many new useful words that extremely increase 
our language skills, but when it comes to some special expressions, I have to mention word 
“craic“ it means – fun. Irish people are really nice and friendly. They use to say after some 
greeting like hi or hello question – How are you ? But they are not expecting respond most of the 
time. However, they have no problem with communication anywhere with anybody. When they 
want to express plural form of word you they use “ye“. 



Irish traditional...

Irish stewRed lemonadeIrish crisps



Thanks for paying attention !


